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We classify, up to outer conjugacy, free actions of Z on an inclusion of hyper-
finite type II1 factors of finite index, of finite depth, and for which the principal
graph is one of the following: An , n2, E6 , E8 , or a finite group. As a consequence,
we obtain the classification of hyperfinite type III* subfactors of the same index of
the Powers factor R* , for 0<*<1, such that the principal graph of the corresponding
type II1 inclusion is of one of the types mentioned above.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider in this paper an approach to the classification problem (up
to outer conjugacy) of free actions of Z on an inclusion of hyperfinite type
II1 factors with finite index and finite depth. While a general classification
result has not been reached yet, we do obtain definite results for the cases
where the principal graph of the inclusion is of one of the types An , n2,
E6 , E8 , or a finite group.
The main motivation for our study of outer conjugacy of free actions of
Z on such an inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors is our interest in
classifying hyperfinite type III* subfactors of the same index of the Powers
factor R* , 0<*<1. Based on a previous result of the author in [10], an
inclusion of type III* factors N/M of finite index and such that N$ & M
is a factor is closely related to the inclusion of type II factors (and hence
of type II1 factors) obtained from a common discrete decomposition.
In fact, the classification of such an inclusion of type III* factors is equiv-
alent to that of trace-scaling automorphisms of module * on a pair of
type II factors.
The principal tools that will be used in the paper, besides the fundamen-
tal facts of index theory as found in [6, 8, 9, 13], are drawn primarily from
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hyperfinite type II1 factor R0 , together with Ocneanu’s subsequent general-
ization to countable amenable discrete groups. In addition, the results of
classification of type II1 subfactors of R0 with finite index and finite depth
in [12, 15] will be crucial.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Minimal Index
For the basic facts concerning the theory of index initiated by V. Jones
for type II1 factors and subsequently extended to arbitrary factors by
H. Kosaki, the reader is referred to the original papers [8, 9]. Many other
important facts about index theory can also be found in [6, 13].
We mention here that given a pair of factors N/M and E: M  N a
normal faithful conditional expectation, the index of E, denoted Ind E,
depends on E. However, if Ind E<, then any other expectation from M
onto N will also have finite index. Moreover, Hiai has shown in [4] that
in this case there always exists a unique expectation E0 : M  N for which
Ind E0 is minimal. Furthermore, he showed that E0 is characterized by the
extremality conditions in [13], i.e., by the following equivalent properties:
(1) E0 | N$ & M and E &10 | N$ & M are traces and E
&1
0 | N$ & M=
(Ind E0) E0 | N$ & M;
(2) E &10 | N$ & M=cE0 | N$ & M for some constant c.
It should be pointed out that even in the type II1 case, the Jones index
for N/M is not necessarily minimal. By the results of Pimsner and Popa
[M:N] is minimal if and only if ln[M :N]=H(M | N), where H(M | N) is
the relative entropy of N in M (cf. [13]), and in this case, N/M is said
to be an extremal inclusion.
2.2. The Basic Construction and the Tower of Extensions
Given a pair of von Neumann algebras N/M and E: M  N a normal
faithful expectation. Following [6], the von Neumann algebra M1 is called
an E-extension of N/M if M1=[M, e]", where e is a projection which
satisfies exe=E(x) e for all x in M. An E-extension can always be con-
structed when M is in standard form [6]. In this case, M1 is called the
basic construction of N/M.
When N/M are type II1 factors such that [M :N]< and E: M  N
is the expectation determined by the traces on N and M, Pimsner and
Popa have shown that any two E-extensions of N/M are isomorphic in
a strong sense:
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Theorem (1.2 in [14]). Let N/M be an inclusion of type II1 factors
with finite index. Suppose M1=(M, e1) and M2=(M, e2) are two
E-extensions of N/M. Then there exists an isomorphism ,: M1  M2 such
that ,(e1)=e2 and ,(x)=x for all x in M.
The proof of this theorem, though given for type II1 factors, also works
in the case of properly infinite factors and arbitrary expectations of finite
index.
Suppose now N/M are factors and E: M  N has finite index. By iterating
the basic construction, we obtain the tower of factors N=M&1/M=
M0/M1/M2 } } } with Jones projections e0 , e1 , ... and normal faithful
expectations Ei : Mi  Mi&1 such that Mi+1=(Mi , ei) is the Ei -extension
of Mi&1 /Mi . The sequence of projections [ei] satisfy:
(1) eixei=Ei (x) ei for all x in Mi ;
(2) ei+1eiei+1=(Ind E)&1 ei+1 , eiei+1ei=(Ind E)&1 ei for all i;
(3) Ei # M$i&1 & Mi so that eiej=ejei for |i& j |2.
On the other hand, if N/M is an inclusion of non-type I factors and
E: M  N has finite index, then there exist a subfactor P of N and a normal
faithful expectation F: N  P such that M is the F-extension of P/N, i.e.,
there exists a projection f # M such that E( f )=(Ind E)&1 1=(Ind F)&1 1,
M=(N, f) , P=[ f ]$ & N and fxf =F(x) f for all x in N (cf. [8]). Such
a construction of the subfactor P is called the downward construction,
which when iterated yields a tunnel of subfactors } } } /Nk/ } } } /N2 /
N1 /N0=N/M=N&1 along with the projections [e& j]j0 and normal
faithful expectations E&j : Nj  Nj+1 such that Nj&1=(Nj , e&j) is the
E&j -extension of Nj+1 /Nj . The e& j ’s satisfy the same properties as the
ej ’s in the tower. It should be pointed out that while the construction of the
tower is canonical, that of the tunnel is not. Two tunnels differ at each
finite step by conjugation of a unitary in N [13]. For an inclusion of type
II1 factors, works of Jones, Ocneanu, Pimsner, and Popa have put into
evidence the important role played by the tower of higher relative com-
mutants M$1 & Mj /M$ & Mj . We recall some of their main properties:
(1) dim(M$ & Mj)[M :N] j;
(2) &Aj &2[M :N], where Aj is the embedding matrix of Yj /Yj+1 ,
Yj=M$ & Mj ;
(3) Yj ej Yj is a two sided ideal in Yj+1 and is isomorphic to the
Ej -extension of Yj&1 /Yj .
Similar statements hold for the sequence of relative commutants
obtained from the tunnel. In terms of the Bratteli diagram of the sequence
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of finite dimensional algebras [M & Mj], Property (3) implies that at each
level of the diagram, there are two disioint parts: a new part and another
one which is obtained from the preceding level by reflection. The principal
graph 1 for the inclusion N/M is defined to be the part of the Bratteli
diagram that is not obtained by reflection. It is actually a connected graph
with a distinguished vertex [6]. If 1 is finite, then N/M is said to have
finite depth. Otherwise, the inclusion is said to be of infinite depth. Subfac-
tors of index less than 4 provide examples of finite depth inclusions; for
examples of infinite depth inclusions, the reader is referred to [6].
In [12], it was announced that if N/M is an irreducible inclusion of
hyperfinite type II1 factors of finite index and finite depth, then there exists
a tunnel [Nj] such that j=1 N$j & M=M and 

j=1 N$j & N=N and thus
a classification of such subfactors will follow.
In [14], it was shown that for finite depth inclusions of hyperfinite type
II1 factors of finite index, there always exists a tunnel with the generating
property as above.
When [M :N]<4, the principal graph of N/M is one of the following
Coxeter graphs: An , D2n , E6 or E8 . Corresponding to each An or D2n
graph, there is a unique subfactor of R0 and corresponding to E6 or E8 ,
there are two non-conjugate subfactors of R0 .
For an account of the classification result above, the reader is referred to
[12]. It is worth pointing out that if N/M has finite depth, then [M :N]
is minimal (see [14]).
2.3. Index Theory for Type III Factors
For an inclusion of type III factors N/M, the existence of a normal
faithful expectation E: M  N having finite index imposes certain com-
patible conditions on the 1-invariants of N and M. More precisely, it was
shown in [10] that if M is of type III* , 0<*<1, and N has finite index
in M, then N is of type III*mn for some positive (co-prime) integers m, n.
Furthermore mnInd E if 0<*<1. If N and M are both of type III* ,
0<*<1, such that N$ & M is a factor and E: M  N is the expectation of
minimal index, then N/M admits a common discrete decomposition in
the sense that there exists a pair of type II factors B/A together with an
automorphism % on A such that:
(1) %(B)=B, mod(%)=*;
(2) N/M is isomorphic to B_% Z/A_% Z.
Moreover [A :B]=Ind E and any two such decompositions are con-
jugate. It follows that the classification of a type III* inclusion with a
common discrete decomposition is equivalent to that of the trace-scaling
automorphism with module * on the corresponding pair of type II factors.
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3. TOWER OF HIGHER RELATIVE COMMUTANTS OF
INCLUSIONS OF TYPE III* FACTORS
Let N/M be an inclusion of type III* factors, *{0, 1, which admits a
common discrete decomposition with respect to a normal faithful expecta-
tion E: M  N with finite index. We are going to compare the tower of
higher relative commutants of N/M to that of the associated type II1
inclusion (the type II core of N/M).
Let . be a generalized trace on N, then by hypothesis, . b E is a general-
ized trace on M. Let N/M/M1=(M, e1)/ } } } /Mk=(Mk&1 , ek)
be the tower of extensions of N/M and Ek : Mk  Mk&1 the corre-
sponding expectations. Set k=. b E b E1 b } } } b Ek . As _kt (ek)=ek for all
t # R, k is a generalized trace on Mk . Hence for each k0, M kk is a type
II factor. We have N./M/(M, e1) /M 11 and E1(e1)=(Ind E)
&1.
By the downward construction, there is a projection f in M 11 such that
M11 =(M
, f ) and E1( f )=(Ind E)&1. But then Lemma 1.7 in [13]
asserts that e1 and f are conjugate by some unitary in M and hence
(M, e1)=M 11 , that is to say, M
1
1 is the basic construction of N
./M .
Similarly (M kk , ek+1)=M
k+1





If u is the unitary in N such that *.=. b Ad u, then for all k, *k=k b
Ad u and hence %=Ad u determines an automorphism on M kk which
preserves the inclusion of type II factors N./M/M 11 / } } } /M
k
k ,
mod(%)=* and [M kk , %] is the discrete decomposition of Mk according to
4.3.3 in [1]. Thus the tower N/M/M1 / } } } /Mk can be identified with
the tower of crossed products N._% Z/M_% Z/ } } } /M kk _% Z.
It is now easy to see that (N$/Mk)E b E1 b } } } b Ek=((N .)$ & M kk )
%, where
(N$/Mk)E b E1 b } } } b Ek is the fixed point algebra of the restriction of the
modular group of k on N$ & Mk .
Proposition 3.1. Let N/M be a pair of type III* factors and
E: M  N is the expectation with minimal index. Suppose that N/M admits
a common discrete decomposition with respect to E, then N$ & Mk=
((N.)$ & M kk )
%.
Proof. For each k, Ek : Mk  Mk&1 has minimal index. By a result of
Hiai in [5], the restriction of Ek to M kk  M
k&1
k&1 also has minimal index
which is equal to the Jones index for the inclusion of type II1 factors in a
tensor product decomposition of M k&1k&1 /M
k
k . Using Theorem 3.1 in
[14], we infer that the restriction of E b E1 b } } } b Ek to M kk  N
. has
minimal index hence by 2.8 in [5], E b E1 b } } } b Ek has minimal index; and
in particular E b E1 b } } } b Ek is tracial on N$ & Mk and thus the restriction
of the modular group of k to N$ & Mk is trivial and therefore N$ & Mk=
((N.)$ & M kk )
%. Q.E.D.
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Corollary 3.2. Let N/M and E: M  N be as in Proposition 3.1. If
the inclusion N/M has finite depth, then so does the type II core of N/M.
Proof. First we observe that the tower of higher, relative commutants
of a pair of type II factors of finite index is the same as the one of the
pair of type II1 tensor components. If N/M has finite depth, then there is
some integer n such that for all kn, the central support of the Jones
projection ek relative to N$ & Mk+1 equals the identity. Since N$ & Mk+1 /





central support of ek relative to (N .)$ & M
k+1
k+1 is also the identity and
hence N ./M . b E has finite depth. Q.E.D.
Remark 3.3. (1) Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1, the tower
of higher relative commutants of the type III* inclusion is embedded into
the one of the corresponding type II1 inclusion. In the case of a finite depth
inclusion, the two principal graphs have the same norm, and the type III*
principal graph has a larger depth than the corresponding type II1 inclu-
sion. We shall see later that the two graphs need not be equal in general.
In fact, they are equal if and only if the hyperfinite type III* inclusion
N/M is isomorphic to BR* /AR* , where B/A is an inclusion of
hyperfinite type II1 factors (cf. Theorem 6.1).
(2) If N/M are of type III1 , the same results as in Proposition 3.1
and Corollary 3.2 still hold because the arguments there also work with the
common continuous decomposition in the type III1 case.
4. STRONGLY STABLE INCLUSION AND AUTOMORPHISMS
OF SUBFACTORS
We now turn to the study of automorphisms on a pair of factors N/M
such that there exists a normal faithful conditional expectation E: M  N.
In Connes’ fundamental work on outer conjugacy of automorphisms on a
single factor M, an essential property that M must satisfy is that M be a
McDuff factor or a strongly stable factor, i.e., M is isomorphic to MR0 ,
where R0 is the hyperfinite II1 factor. For our study of automorphisms on
a pair of factors, the required property is that N/M be isomorphic to
NR0 /MR0 . We shall call such an inclusion strongly stable (or
McDuff). In the single factor case, being strongly stable is related to the
algebraic structure of the asymptotic centralizer M| . For an inclusion of
factors, the substitute of M| is C|(M, N)=[(xn) # N | | &[xn , ]&  0 as
n  | \ # M
*
], where | is a free ultrafilter on N. Here (xn)t( yn) in N|
if xn& yn  0, _*-strongly as n  |. Note that if N/M are type II1 , then
C|(M, N) is just M$ & N|.
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In the following we let Aut(M, N)=[: # Aut(M); :(N)=N], Int(M, N)=
[: # Aut(M); :=Ad u for u # U (N)], and Int(M, N)=closure of Int(M, N)
in the u-topology.
Note that if : # Aut(M, N) and (xn) # C|(M, N) then (:(xn)) # C|(M, N).
Thus :|((xn))=(:(xn)) defines an automorphism on C|(M, N) and we let
Cnt(M, N)=[: # Aut(M, N); :| | C|(M, N)=id].
: # Aut(M, N) is said to be approximately inner if : # Int(M, N) and cen-
trally trivial if : # Cnt(M, N).
For :, ; # Aut(M, N), we say that : and ; are outer conjugate in Aut(M,
N), denoted :t;, if and only if : and ; are conjugate in Aut(M, N)
modulo Int(M, N).
Several facts concerning the property of being stable and the structure of
M| can be extended to the case of a strongly stable inclusion where M|
is now replaced by C|(M, N). Since the proofs of these facts are fairly
straightforward adaptations of Connes’ original arguments in [2], we leave
the details to the diligent reader. The key observation is that, if C|(M, N)
is of type II1 , then we can work with matrix units that are simultaneously
centralizing for both N and M and we will thus obtain a common splitting
of N/M by the hyperfinite type II1 factor R0 .
Theorem 4.1. (cf. [2]). Let N/M be an inclusion of separable factors
such that there exists a normal faithful expectation from M onto N and |
be a free ultrafilter on N. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) N/M is a strongly stable inclusion;
(2) C|(M, N) is not abelian;
(3) C|(M, N) is of type II1 ;
(4) Int(M, N)3 Cnt(M, N);
(5) Int(M, N)Int(M, N) is not abelian.
On a strongly stable inclusion, a Rokhlin type theorem for aperiodic
automorphisms remains valid as well as the important factorization
theorems of Connes in [2]. We restate here these theorems in the subfactor
setting. Their proofs are again straightforward adaptations of Connes’
original arguments.
Theorem 4.2. (cf. [2]). Let N/M be as in 4.1 and : # Aut(M, N).
(1) :  Cnt(M, N) if and only if :| | C|(M, N) is properly outer.
(2) If :| | C|(M, N) is aperiodic, then :| | C|(M, N) is stable.
The following factorization theorem of Connes will be crucial.
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Theorem 4.3 (cf. [2]). Let N/M be as in 4.1 and : # Aut(M, N), p # N.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) p divides the period of the restriction of :| to C|(M, N);
(b) :sp is outer conjugate to : in Aut(M, N).
(2) If : # Int(M, N) and the restriction of :| to C|(M, N) is aperiodic,
then : is outer conjugate to idM s0 .
Here the automorphisms sp , p # N are defined as in [2].
In general, it is not true that an inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors
of finite index is strongly stable (cf. [16]). However, A. Ocneanu (for the
irreducible case) and S. Popa (for the general case) have shown that an
inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors of finite index, finite depth is
strongly stable (cf. [12], [15]). In the irreducible case, it is further shown
in [12] that C|(M, N) (which is M$ & N| in this case) is an irreducible
type II1 subfactor of M| with finite index. This fact implies an important
property of aperiodic automorphisms on N/M. The following proposition
is a special case of a more general result that will be proved in Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 4.4. Let N/M be an irreducible inclusion of hyperfinite
type II1 factors of finite index and finite depth, and : # Aut(M, N). If : is
aperiodic on M, then the restriction of :| to M$ & N| is aperiodic.
Proof. Suppose that (:|)n | M$ & N | is inner for some positive integer
n. Then by 4.2, (:|)n | M$ & N|=id. By assumption ;=(:|)n is aperiodic
on M| and M$ & N | is contained in the fixed point algebra of ;. This
contradicts the fact that [M| : M$ & N |]<. Q.E.D.
As a first application of the factorization theorems, we can reduce our
original problem of classifying trace-scaling automorphisms on an inclusion
of type II factors to that of aperiodic automorphisms on the corre-
sponding inclusion of type II1 tensor components.
Let N/M be a strongly stable inclusion of type II factors with finite
Jones index. Let B/A be a pair of type II1 factors such that N/M is
isomorphic to BB(H)/AB(H), where H is a separable Hilbert
space. Then [A :B]=[M :N] and the tower of extensions of N/M can be
obtained by tensoring the one of B/A with B(H), it follows that N/M
is of finite depth if and only if so is B/A. It is also routine to check that
N/M is a strongly stable inclusion if and only if B/A is one. And in this
case, the pair B/A is unique up to conjugacy, and N/M is isomorphic
to BR0, 1 /AR0, 1 , where R0, 1 is the hyperfinite type II factor.
Proposition 4.5. Let N/M be a strongly stable inclusion of type II
factors with finite index. Let % # Aut(M, N), such that mod(%)=*, *{1,
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and the restriction of %| to M$ & N| is aperiodic, then there exist type II1
factors B/A such that N/M is isomorphic to BR0, 1/AR0, 1 , and %
is outer conjugate to an automorphism of the form :_ where : # Aut(A, B)
and _ # Aut(R0, 1) is the unique (up to conjugacy) automorphism of R0, 1 with
module *.
Proof. Let _ # Aut(R0, 1) be as in the proposition. Then %_&1 is a
trace-preserving automorphism of N/M. As in 3.11 of [3], we have %
_&1t: idB(H ) where N/M is isomorphic to BB(H)/AB(H)
and : # Aut(A, B). Using the factorization theorem 4.3, we obtain: %
_&1 _t:_ idB(H ) . Hence we get %s0  idB( H )t:_, since
_&1 _ts0 idB(H ) and _ idB(H ) t_. Using 4.3 again, we have:
%s0 idB(H )t% idB( H )t%. Q.E.D.
Thus to classify %, it suffices to do so for :.
5. AUT(M, N) AND THE PRINCIPAL GRAPH
In view of the factorization theorems 4.3 and 4.4, there is a unique outer
conjugacy class of aperiodic automorphism : such that : # Int(M, N) for an
irreducible inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors with finite index and
finite depth. Although it is a simple fact that Int(R0)=R0 , it doesn’t seem
to be a trivial problem to determine Int(M, N) even for an inclusion of
hyperfinite type II1 factors. So far, we have studied properties of elements
of Aut(M, N) without making much use of the information provided by the
inclusion itself. As works of Jones, Ocneanu, Pimsner, and Popa have
shown, the sequence of higher relative commutants of the tower of exten-
sions and of the tunnel play an important role in the study of N/M.
In particular, for finite depth inclusions the tower of higher relative com-
mutants forms a complete invariant and thus totally determines the posi-
tion of N in M (cf. [12, 15]). It is thus natural to inquire the extent to
which automorphisms of N/M are related to this invariant.
Lemma 5.1. Let N/M be a pair of factors acting on the Hilbert space
H and E: M  N a normal faithful expectation of finite index. Let M1=
(M, e) be an E-extension of N/M and : # Aut(M, N) such that : b E=E b :.
Then
(1) : extends uniquely to an automorphism :1 of M1 such that :1(e)=e.
(2) Assume further that N/M is extremal (i.e. Ind E is minimal) and
:=Ad u | M for some unitary u in B(H), then there is a unitary v in M$ such
that :1=Ad vu | M1 .
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Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is acting
standardly so that e=eN is the Jones projection associated with E. Let u
be the canonical unitary u such that :=Ad u | M. Then ueu*=e as : b E=
E b :. Thus Ad u: M1  M1 is an extension of : to M1 which is clearly
unique.
(2) Suppose that N/M is extremal and :=Ad u | M for some
unitary u in B(H). Then using Pimsner and Popa’s characterization of the
basic construction, we see that N$ is the basic construction of M$1/M$
with Jones projection e. Since Ad u also determines an automorphism of
M$/N$, ueu* # N$ and EM$(ueu*)=uEM$(e) u*=(Ind E)&1 1M$ . Hence
there exists a unitary v in M$ such that vueu*v*=e and thus :1=Ad vu | M1
is the extension of : to M1 as determined in (1). Q.E.D.
Proposition 5.2. Let N/M/M1 , E: M  N and : # Aut(M, N) be as
in 5.1. Then : is aperiodic on M if and only if :1 is aperiodic on M1 if and
only if : | N is aperiodic.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is in standard
form. Let N(M) denote the normalizer of M in M1 . We claim that G=
N(M)U (M) U(M$ & M1) is finite. Indeed, writing G=[[ug]; ug # N(M)],
it is readily verified that [ugeug*]g # G are mutually orthogonal projections
for we have ugeug*uheuh*=ug EM(ug*uh) euh*, and since Ad ug defines an
outer automorphism of M if ug  U (M) U (M$ & M1), EM(ug*uh)=$g, h } 1.
Set p=g # G ugeug* , then 1EM( p)=|G| } (Ind E)&1 and so |G|Ind E.
Suppose that : is aperiodic on M (i.e., all nonzero powers of : are outer
on M) but :1 is not on M1 , then for some n>0, :n1=Ad w for some
unitary w in M1 , then from the preceding argument, wk is in U(M) U(M$ &
M1) for some positive integer k. It follows that :kn is inner on M contra-
dicting the aperiodicity of :.
Now suppose that : is aperiodic on M but : | N is not. Then there exist
a positive integer n and a unitary v in N such that :n | N=Ad v. Set ;=
Ad v* b :n, then ; is aperiodic on M and N/M;/M. Let u be the canoni-
cal unitary implementing ; so that ;=Ad u | M and JuJ=u. As M1 is the
basic construction of N/M, M1=JMN$JM#JM(M;)$ JM=JM(M$, u)
JM=(M, u) #M. Since [un; n # Z]/N(M) and un  U (M) U (M$ & M1)
for n{0, N(M)U (M) U (M$ & M1) is infinite, which contradicts the fact
that M has finite index in M1 .
Similarly, if :1 is aperiodic on M1 , then : is aperiodic on M.
Conversely, suppose that : | N is aperiodic. Note that since every
automorphism of a type I factor is inner, the factors N/M are not of type
I and so the downward construction in [8] can be applied to obtain a sub-
factor P with finite index and a projection e such that P=[e]$ & N/N/M=
(N, e) , E(e)=(Ind E)&1. As : b E=E b :, E(:(e))=:(E(e))=(Ind E)&1.
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Hence by Lemma 1.7 of [13], there is a unitary u in N such that u:(e) u*=e.
It follows that Ad u b : | N # Aut(N, P) and on M, Ad u b : is the extension
of Ad u b : | N as determined in (1) of Lemma 5.1. Since Ad u b : | N is
aperiodic Ad u b : is aperiodic on M. Q.E.D.
Given a pair of type II1 factors of finite index N/M, we fix a tunnel
} } } Nk+1/Nk/ } } } /N1/N0=N/N&1=M along with the Jones pro-
jections [e&k]k0. This means that Nk=(Nk+1 , e&(k+1))=[e&(k&1)]$ &
Nk&1 and if E&k denotes the trace preserving expectation from Nk&1 to
Nk , then E&k(e&k)=[M :N]&1 1Nk .
Let : # Aut(M, N) and set :0=:. Since E0(:0(e0))=[M :N]&1 1N , by
Lemma 1.7 in [13], there is a unitary u0 in N0 such that :0(e0)=u0*e0u0 .
Set :1=Ad u0 b :0 , then :1 preserves the inclusion N1/N/M and :1(e0)=
e0 . Iterating this perturbation argument, we obtain for each k1 an
automorphism :k of the form :k=Ad uk&1 b :k&1 where uk&1 is a unitary
in Nk&1 , :k(e&j)=e&j for 0 jk&1, and :k preserves the inclusion of
Nk/ } } } /N/M. Hence for each k, :k preserves the inclusion of the
relative commutants N$j & N/N$j & M for 0 jk. Moreover :k | N$k&1 &
M=:k&1 | N$k&1 & M since uk&1 is in Nk&1 . We will also use :k to denote
the restrictions of :k to the relative commutants.
By induction, we have constructed a system of automorphisms [:k]k0
on the sequence of finite dimensional algebras [N$k & M]k0 which satisfy:
(1) each :k is trace preserving;
(2) :k preserves the inclusion N$j & N/N$j & M for 0 jk;
(3) :k extends :k&1 ;
(4) :k(e&j)=e&j for 0 jk&1.
It is clear that for a fixed tunnel, the collection of automorphisms satisfying
properties (1) through (4) forms a group G.
Next we observe that the construction of [:k] from : does not depend
on the choice of the unitaries used to perturb :. Indeed, if :k=Ad vk&1 b :
and :~ k=Ad wk&1 b : are two perturbations obtained form : at the k th
step, then Ad v*k&1 b :k=Ad w*k&1 b :~ k or Ad(wk&1 v*k&1) b :k=:~ k . As
:k(e&j)=e&j=:~ k(e&j) for 0 jk&1, we have wk&1v*k&1 # [e0 , ...,
e&k+1]$ & N0=Nk and so :k agrees with :~ k on N$k & M. It follows that for
:, ; # Aut(M, N), (: b ;)k=:k b ;k and (:&1)k=:&1k , i.e., the mapping
Aut(M, N) % :  [:k] # G is a group homomorphism.
Furthermore, if } } } /N k/ } } } /N 1/N/M is another tunnel, then the
same perturbation argument as above shows that there exists an auto-
morphism _: j=1 N$j & M  

j=1 N $j & M sending N$j & N onto N $j & M
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such that _ | N$j & M=Ad wj&1 for some unitary wj&1 in N and _(e&j)=
e~ &j for all j. Thus _ can be extended to an isomorphism from j=1 N$j & M 
j=1 N $j & M.
If [:k] and [:~ k] are the sequences of automorphisms constructed from
: by using [Nk] and [N k] respectively, then on N$k & M _&1 b :~ k b _=
Ad zk b : for some unitary zk in N and _&1 b :~ k b _(e&j)=e&j for 0 j
k&1. Thus _&1 b :~ k b _=:k because :k does not depend on the choice of
the unitaries and hence as an abstract group, G does not depend on the
choice of the tunnel.
We also remark that due to Property (4) in the definition of G, the part
of the sequence [N$j & M] that is represented by the principal graph is left
(globally) invariant by elements of G and each element of G is completely
determined by its action on this part and on the first algebra in the
sequence of higher relative commutants: N$ & M.
Assume now that N/M is extremal we can also arrive at the construc-
tion of G by using the tower of extensions of N/M as follows.
Let [Mj]j1 be the tower of extensions of N/M with Jones projections
[ej]j1 . Represent the tower [Mj]j1 on L2(M, {). Set Nj=JMM$j+1 JM ,
then [Nj]j1 is a tunnel of N/M with Jones projections e&j=JM ej+1JM
for j0. Let : # Aut(M, N), by Lemma 5.1, there is a unique extension :j
of : to each factor Mj in the tower which fixes the Jones projection ej and
such that :j+1 is an extension of :j . Since N/M is extremal, by Corollary
4.5 in [13], the map x [ JM x*JM defines a trace preserving anti-
isomorphism of Mj+1 & M$1/Mj+1 & M$ onto N$j & N/N$j & M for each
j1. It is easily checked that the restrictions of JM :j+1(JM } JM) JM to
N$j & M define an element of G. In fact, it is not difficult to see that this
construction gives rise to the same element of G as that given by successive
perturbations as described earlier.
The fact that we can construct G, in the case of an extremal inclusion by
either using the tower of extensions or the tunnel, implies that the
homomorphism Aut(M, N) % :  [:k] # G is continuous.
Proposition 5.3. Let N/M be an extremal inclusion of type II1 factors
of finite index. Let : and [;n] be elements of Aut(M, N). Suppose that
;n  : in Aut(M, N), then (;n)k  :k for each k.
Proof. From the preceding discussion, instead of the tunnel, we can use
the tower to get (;n)k and :k for each k. The extension of the automorphisms
;n and : given by 5.1 at each step clearly preserves convergence. Q.E.D.
For convenience, we will let 8 denote the homomorphism Aut(M, N) %
:  [:k] # G as defined above and 8(:) is called the standard invariant of :.
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For any inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors with finite index and
finite depth, the kernel and the range 8 are completely determined.
Theorem 5.4. Let N/M be an inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors
with finite index and finite depth. The following sequence is split exact.
1  Int(M, N)  Aut(M, N) w8 G  1.
Proof. According to the results in [12, 15], there exists a tunnel [Nj]
of N/M which is generating in the sense that N=j=1 N$j & M/M=
j=1 N$j & M.
If : # Int(M, N), then obviously 8(:)=id and hence by Proposition 5.3,
Int(M, N)/Ker 8. Conversely if [:k] # G is such that :k=id for all k,
then :=Ad uk on N$ & M for some unitary uk in N. As k=1 N$k & M=M,
we have :=limn   Ad uk in Aut(M, N).
If [:k] # G then [:k] determines an adtomorphism of k=1 N$k & N/
k=1 N$k & M which can be extended to an element of Aut(M, N) because
the :k ’s are trace preserving. Let : denote this automorphism, then
obviously 8(:)=[:k]. This shows that the sequence is split-exact. Q.E.D.
Remarks 5.5. (1) If : and ; are outer conjugate in Aut(M, N), then
8(:) and 8(;) are conjugate in G. If : and ; are automorphisms con-
structed from two non-conjugate elements in G, then :s0 and ;s0 are
two non-outer conjugate aperiodic automorphisms of N/M. Thus there
are at least as many non-outer conjugate aperiodic automorphisms of
N/M as there are non-conjugate elements of G.
It also follows from Theorem 5.4 that any : # Aut(M, N) can be written
in the form :=:1 b :2 , where :1 # Int(M, N) and :2 # Aut(M, N) is the
extension of some element of G.
(2) In view of Theorem 5.4, to determine Int(M, N) for an inclusion
N/M verifying the hypotheses, it amounts to determining the pre-image
of the identity element of G under 8. If the principal graph of N/M is
simple enough, this can be easily done. For instance, if the principal graph
is a tree, then G is finite. Indeed, in this case, an easy inductive argument
shows that any element of G which fixes the vertices on the principal graph
must be the identity.
6. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We can now apply results in the preceding section to classify aperiodic
automorphisms on an inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors with Jones
index less than 4. By the results in [12], the principal graph is of one of
the types: An , n2, D2n , n2, E6 and E8 .
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In the cases of An , E6 and E8 , upon inspection of these graphs, it is
straightforward to see that the corresponding G (as defined in Section 5)
is trivial. Hence by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, there is a unique outer conjugacy
class of aperiodic automorphisms on such inclusions.
Consequently, if N/M is an inclusion of hyperfinite type III* factors
with index less than 4 and if the principal graph of the type II1 inclusion
associated with N/M via a common discrete decomposition is either An ,
n2, E6 or E8 , then there exist hyperfinite type II1 factors B/A such that
N/M is isomorphic to BR* /AR* . Thus there is a unique type III*
subfactor of R* for which the corresponding type II1 inclusion has An as
principal graph and there are two non-conjugate type III* subfactor of R*
for which the corresponding type II1 inclusion has either E6 or E8 as prin-
cipal graph. Observe that in each of these cases, the tower of higher relative
commutants of the type III* inclusion is the same as that of the corre-
sponding type II1 inclusion. This fact is no coincidence for in general,
equality of the two towers of relative commutants implies that the type III*
inclusion decomposes as tensor products of a type II1 inclusion with R* .
Theorem 6.1. Let N/M be an inclusion of hyperfinite type III* factors
of finite index and finite depth with a common discrete decomposition with
respect to the expectation with minimal index. If the tower of higher relative
commutants of N/M is equal to that of the corresponding type II core, then
there exist hyperfinite type II1 factors B/A such that N/M is isomorphic
to BR* /AR* .
Proof. Let [Q/P, %] be a common discrete decomposition of N/M.
By Proposition 3.2, Q/P has finite depth because N/M does. Thus there
exist hyperfinite type II1 factors B/A with finite depth such that Q/P is
isomorphic to BR0, 1 /AR0, 1 . Moreover, in this tensor product
decomposition, % is outer conjugate to an automorphism of the form :_,
where : # Aut(A, B) and _ # Aut(R0, 1) is the unique element with module
*. Since : is aperiodic on A and B/A is irreducible, of finite index and
finite depth, :| | A$ & B| is aperiodic by Proposition 4.4. If the type III*
tower of higher relative commutants is equal to that of the corresponding
type II1 inclusion, then by Proposition 3.2, [:k] (as defined in section 5)
acts trivially on the principal graph of B/A so that : # Int(A, B). Hence
by Theorem 4.3, : is outer conjugate to idA s0 . It follows that % is outer
conjugate to idA_ and so N/M is isomorphic to BR* /AR* . Q.E.D.
Thus given a pair type III* factors with a common discrete decomposi-
tion, it would be nice to know whether the type III tower of relative com-
mutants agrees with that of the corresponding type II1 inclusion. The next
proposition shows that this can be done when the index is less than 4.
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Proposition 6.2. Let N/M be type III* factors and E: M  N an
expectation of index less than 4. Suppose that the type III principal graph is
of the types: D2n , n2, E6 , or E8 , then it is equal to the principal graph of
the corresponding type II core.
Proof. First we recall that when the index is less than 4, it is equal to
the square of the norm of the principal graph (cf. [6]): 4 cos2(?h), where
h is the Coxeter number of the graph given by: m+1 for Am , 4m&2 for
D2m , 12 and 30 for E6 and E8 , respectively.
Let B/A be the corresponding type II1 inclusion of N/M, then the
principal graph 1(A, B) of B/A is one of the following: Am , D2m , E6 , or E8 .
Suppose that the principal graph 1(M, N) of N/M is D2n for some n2.
We claim that 1(A, B) can’t be of the types: Am , E6 , or E8 , because if it
were, then as the corresponding G of each of these graphs is trivial,
Corollary 3.2 would imply that 1(M, N)=1(A, B) , which is a contradiction.
Hence 1(A, B) is D2m with m=n.
Now suppose that 1(A, B) is E8 . Then the preceding argument implies that
1(A, B) is of the types: D2m , or E8 . From Remark 3.3, we have that: &1(A, B)&=
&1(M, N)& and the depth of 1(M, N) is greater than or equal to the depth of
1(A, B) . Thus if 1(A, B) is D2m , then we have 30=4m&2, and 62m&1;
these two conditions are clearly incompatible. Thus 1(A, B) must be E8 .
The case where 1(M, N) is E6 can be handled similarly. Q.E.D.
The only remaining possibility, which actually does occur (see Remarks
6.5), is that 1(M, N) is Am whereas 1(A, B) is D2n , with m=4n&3. Unfor-
tunately, not much is known at present except for the D4 case which can
be analyzed by exploiting the fact that in this case, the type II1 inclusion
is given by an outer action of Z3 on R0 . Thus we are led to consider inclu-
sions of the form R0 /R0_G or RG0 /R0 , where G is a finite group of
outer automorphisms on R0 .
Let us first consider N/M=N__ G where N is isomorphic to R0 and
G is a finite group of outer automorphisms on N. Let [ug ; g # G] be the
canonical unitary representation of G in M which implements _. Let : #
Aut(M, N), then :(ug)=vg u.(g) for some unitary vg in N and some element
.(g) in G. Straightforward calculations reveal that . # Aut(G) and [vg] is
a _.(g) -cocycle. Thus : induces an automorphism of G. Conversely, if
. # Aut(G), then the two actions g [ _g and g [ _.(g) are cocycle con-
jugate in N by Jones’ result in [7]. Hence there exist : # Aut(N) and a
_.(g) -cocycle [wg] such that: : b _ b :&1=Ad wg b _.(g) . By defining :(ug)=
wgu.(g) , : can be extended uniquely to an automorphism of the crossed
product M. Thus each . in Aut(G) gives rise to an element of Aut(M, N).
In fact, it is not hard to see that Aut(G) is isomorphic to the group G (as
defined in section 5) for the inclusion N/M and the correspondence of :
in Aut(M, N) to .(:) in Aut(G) is given by the homomorphism 8.
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It turns out that in this case 8 completely determines the outer con-
jugacy class of outer actions of Z on N/M.
Theorem 6.3. Let NrR0 and M=N__ G, where G is a iinite group of
outer automorphisms on N. Let :, ; be aperiodic automorphisms on N/M.
Then : and ; are outer conjugate in Aut(M, N) if and only if 8(:) and 8(;)
are conjugate in Aut(G).
Proof. Suppose that : and ; are outer conjugate in Aut(M, N), then
there exist % in Aut(M, N), a unitary w in N such that % b : b %&1=Ad w b ;.
Hence 8(%) b 8(:) b 8(%)&1=8(;) in Aut(G).
Conversely, suppose that 8(:) and 8(;) are conjugate in Aut(G), say
via . Then  determines an automorphism # on N/M such that 8(#)=
and hence 8(# b : b #&1)=8(;). Replacing : by # b : b #&1, we may assume
that 8(:)=8(;)=.. Furthermore, since outer actions of finite groups are
stable (cf. [7]), we may further assume that :(ug)=u.(g)=;(ug) for all
g # G and thus : b _g=_.(g) b : and ; b _g=_.(g) b ;. It follows from this
that : and ; determine two actions :~ and ; of the semi-direct product
G_. Z on N given by: :~ (g, m)=_g b :m, ; (g, m)=_g b ;m.
It is readily verified that :~ , ; both define free actions of G_. Z on N.
Since G_. Z is a countable discrete amenable group, by Ocneanu’s
theorem in [11], there is an :~ -cocycle [v(g, n)] in N and an automorphism
% of N such that Ad v b :~ =% b ; b %&1. In particular, we have Ad v(e, 1) b :=
% b ; b %&1 and Ad v(g, 0) b _g=% b _g b %&1. As [v(g, 0)] is _-cocycle and
hence a coboundary because G is finite, there exists a unitary w in N such
that v(g, 0)=w*_g(w) for all g in G. Thus Ad w b % intertwines [_g] and
hence can be extended to an automorphism of M by setting (Ad w b %)
(ug)=ug for g # G.
On the subfactor N, Ad[wv(e, 1) :(w*)] b :=(Ad w b %) b ; b (Ad w b %)&1.
Observe that both sides of this equality extend to automorphisms on M.
Since :(ug)=u.(g)=;(ug) for g # G, in order to show that this equality also
holds on M, it suffices to prove that wv(e, 1) :(w*) is in NG. We have:
_g(v(e, 1))=:~ (g, 0)(v(e, 1))=v(g, 0)* v(g, 1);
_g(:(w*))=:(_.&1(g)(w*))=:(v(.&1(g), 0)* w*);
and so
_g(wv(e, 1) :(w*))=_g(w) _g(v(e, 1)) _g(:(w*))
=wv(g, 0) v(g, 0)* v(g, 1) :(v(.&1(g), 0)*) :(w*)
=wv(e, 1) :(v(.&1(g), 0)) :(v(.&1(g), 0)*) :(w*)
=wv(e, 1) :(w*),
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where we have used v(g, 1)=v[(e, 1) } (.&1(g), 0)]=v(e, 1) :(v(.&1(g), 0)).
Therefore Ad[wv(e, 1) :(w*)] b :=(Ad w b %) b ; b (Ad w b %)&1 holds on M,
i.e., : and ; are outer conjugate in Aut(M, N). Q.E.D.
The case of the fixed point algebra of the action of G follows as a
corollary: suppose that MrR0 and N=MG. Let :, ; be aperiodic auto-
morphisms on N/M. It is well-known that M_G is the basic construction
of N/M. Let :~ , ; be the unique extension to M_G of :, ;, respectively,
as given by Lemma 5.1. Then :~ , ; are aperiodic on M/M_G and so they
are outer conjugate in Aut(M_G, M) if and only if 8(:~ ) and 8(; ) are
conjugate in Aut(G), in which case the argument in the proof of Theorem
6.3 shows that there exist a unitary z in N and an automorphism \ of M/
M_G stabilizing N such that Ad z b :~ =\ b ; b \&1 on M_G. Restricting to
N/M, we obtain the outer conjugacy of : and ; in Aut(M, N).
Corollary 6.4. (1) If B/A is the inclusion of hyperfinite type II1
factors having D4 as principal graph (cf. [12]), then there are exactly two
non-outer conjugate aperiodic automorphisms on N/M.
(2) There are two non-conjugate type III* subfactors of index 3 of the
Powers factor R* for which the principal graph of the associated type II1
inclusion is D4 .
Proof. (1) Since A=B_Z3 , G=Aut(Z3), say G=[id, :]. By Propo-
sition 6.2, any aperiodic automorphism of B/A is outer conjugate to
either idA s0 or :s0 , which are defined using an isomorphism between
B/A and BR0/AR0 .
(2) With B/A and : # Aut(A, B) as in (1), let _ # Aut(R0, 1) be such
that mod(_)=* and set %=:_. Then N1=BR*/AR*=M1 and
N2=BR0, 1_% Z/AR0, 1_% Z are non-conjugate type III* inclusions
for which the principal graph of the corresponding type II1 inclusions is
D4 . Conversely, by (1), any inclusion of hyperfinite type III* factors, whose
corresponding type II1 inclusion has D4 as principal graph, is isomorphic
to either N1 /M1 or N2 /M2 . Note that the principal graph of the pair
N2 /M2 constructed above has A5 as principal graph. Thus there are two
non-conjugate type III* subfactors of R* having A5 as principal graph.
Remarks 6.5. In general, if B/A is the type II1 inclusion corre-
sponding to D2n , n2 then GrZ2 follows from the results in [12] and
hence there are at least two outer conjugacy classes of aperiodic
automorphisms on B/A. Using the same argument as in Theorem 6.3, we
infer that there exist at least two non-conjugate type III* subfactors of R*
for which the principal graph of the corresponding type II1 inclusion is D2n
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one of these two inclusions has D2n ; as principal graph (it is isomorphic to
BR* /AR*) whereas the principal graph of the other inclusion is Am
with m=4n&3. On the other hand, as already shown at the beginning of
this section, for each n2, there is a unique type III* subfactor of R* for
which the principal graph is An and agrees with that of the corresponding
type II1 pair. Hence for m=4n&3, n2, there are at least two non-con-
jugate type III* subfactors of R* having Am as principal graph. Thus unlike
the type II1 case corresponding to the An series, the principal graph does
not uniquely determine the subfactor.
Whether or not the two factors described above are the only type III*
subfactors of R* having Am as principal graph for m=4n&3 is not known
at present. An affirmative answer would follow if it could be shown that for
an inclusion of hyperfinite type II1 factors B/A of finite index and finite
depth, aperiodic automorphisms on B/A are classified by their standard
invariants.
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Note Added in Proof. Since the submission of this paper, a huge amount of progress has
been made on the classification problem of hyperfinite type II1 subfactors and their
automorphisms. We single out a fundamental paper by S. Popa (17) in which he proved that
centrally free actions of discrete amenable groups on a strongly amenable inclusion of hyper-
finite type II1 factors are classified by their induced invariants on the principal graph as
defined in this paper. In particular, Popa’s result solved the classification problem of hyper-
finite type III* subfactors of the Powers factor R* with a common discrete decomposition and
such that the type II core is strongly amenable.
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